Trevor Mcduff and Carolyn Sturges

Trevor Macduff and Carolyn Sturges are STEAM Teachers at Three Rivers HomeLink in Richland. Over the last 5 years they have developed and implemented a unique approach to STEAM Education at the middle level. Their work has resulted in state and national recognition at STEM competitions, permanent museum displays, and OSPI’s Innovative School designation. Carolyn started her career as a professional engineer, but has been working with students in many facets of education for 12 years. She recently took the plunge and received her CTE Certification, allowing her to have an even greater impact on HomeLink students. Trevor has been teaching science and related subjects for 19 years, 16 of those in the Richland School District. He’s been at HomeLink for 5 years and is excited to help students achieve their goals through all manner of innovative learning models. Trevor and Carolyn are dedicated to student learning through the project-based model of STEAM and are eager to see more schools enter into the possibilities of collaborative STEAM Learning.